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REPORT OF THE 
CELLULOID STORAGE COMMITTEE 
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(or the Home Department. 
SIR, 
I. In accordance with our appointment in June, 1948. we have considered 
tbe report of Mr. A. J. Long. K.C., into tbe circumstances of a fire at 
the premises of Alfred Harris and Co., Ltd .. Richmond.- and wc have 
enquired into. and now have the honour to submit our report upon tbe 
suitability of, or the need [or amendment of. the regulations under the 
Factories Acts and the Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act. 1922. which 
govern the storage of celluloid. We have also taken into consideration the 
three local Acts dealing with the storage of celluloid, viz., tbe London 
Counly Council (Celluloid. etc.) Act. 1915. Ihe Liverpool Corporation Act. 
1921, and the Glasgow Streets Sewers and Buildings Consolidation Order 
Confirmalion Act, 1937. 
You announced tbe circumstances of our appointment in reply to Questions 
put to you in the House of Commons by Mr. R. Sargood. M.P .. on 8th July, 
1948, and by Brigadier Sir Harvie Wan, M.P .. on 25th November, 1948. 
INTRODUCTION 
2. For the purpose of our enquiry we have visited eight premises in the 
Home Counties to acquaint ourselves with conditions under which celluloid 
is stored. Witb tbe assistance of tbe Factory Department and of tbe local 
authorities an investigation was made for us in nine areas (seleoted by our 
members as districts in which a wide range of activities involving the storage 
of celluloid or of cinematograph film might be found), so that we mjght, 
by sampling, obtain a picture of the general standard of storage conditions. 
We also invited twenty-two witnesses to discuss various practical storage ques­
tions with us in the light of their own personal views and experience. 
The Ministry of Sup.ply and the Air Ministry have supplied information 
on the disposal of surplus stocks of R.A.F. photographic film. and the 
Ministry of Health on the storage of X-ray film in hospitals. We have 
analysed all available reports since 1942 on fires. excluding cinema fires. 
in which celluloid or cinematograph fiJm was involved. Dr. Kingman 
of the Ioint Fire Research Organisation and Mr. R. C. Bevan of the 
Building Research Station have assisted on the technical side of our study. 
Mr. Lister, H.M. Engineering Inspector of Factories. and Mr. Manin of the 
Cardiff Fire Service deputised for their principals on occasions. We are 
greatly indebted to all who have helped us in these various ways. The 
premises visited by the Committee, the areas investigated and the representa­
tives of trade organisations who were consulted are listed in Appendix T. 
We have met thirty-one times . 
• Enquiry into the fire at the premises of Alfred Harris & Co., Ltd .. at Townshend Terrace, 
Richmond, Surrey, on 4th September, 1947 (Cmd. 7440). 
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3. Mr. Long's report was based on a public enquiry into a fire at a 
factory in Richmond. the origm of which could not be discovered. The 
fire was of an alanning and rapid cbaracter and caused the deaths of six 
people Jiving in houses in close proximity to the factory and considerable 
damage to two factory premises and to residential and other property 
in the immediate vicinity. So far as celluloid was present on the premises 
Mr. Loog found (paragrapb 3) that there was" storage pending resale of 
scrap celluloid cinematograph film. celluloid film punchings, small cylinders 
and celluloid scrap ". None of this material was sorted or graded or sub­
jected to any process at the factory. Mr. Long suggested that any proposals 
for amendments to existing legislation on the subject of celluloid storage 
•. should have regard not merely to activities of the kind carried on in 
Harris's factory and to the circumstances of the fire tbere. but should also 
have regard to the otber activities involved in the various trades in whicb 
the storage of celluloid in its different forms is involved and to the know­
ledge acquired (rom tbe circumstances of other fires where large quantities 
or celluloid have burned" (paragraph 35). 
4. Tn 1913 and again in 1938 Departmental Committees· reported upon 
the uses of celluloid and upon the safety measures required to minimise 
danger from the inflammable character of the material. The 1938 report 
contains detailed information about the variety of uses of celluloid (Section 4 
and Appendix lV) but does not concern itself with storage as such. The 
report of 1913 contains a number of recommendations related to storage 
in retail shops, wholesale shops and warehouses. raw celluloid stores, factories 
(including those in which raw celluloid is made and those in which there is 
use of celluloid in manufacturing processes and in solutions) and the report 
deals also with the storage of cinematograph film. It is notewonhy that 
(he storage of scrap celluloid is not dealt with in the report of 1913 as a 
separate trade activity, although, as stated above, it was storage of this 
character which was involved in the RIchmond fire. 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SCOPE 
5. The term celluloid covers substances which have in common the feature 
that all contain mtraled cellulose.t "hich is highly mflammable and decom­
poses at moderate temperatures, giving off gases which are poisonous and 
form explosive mi'-::tures with air. Scientific research has nOl confirmed that 
celluloid is liable to spontaneous ignition.l Existing. statutory provision:" in 
so far as they define it, base tbe definition of .. celluloid" on the presence 
in a substance of nitrated cellulose, or other nilrated products.§ and the 
• Report of the Departmental Committee on CellulOid, 1913 (Cmd. 7158). and Report of 
the Departmental Committee on the Use of Celluloid in the Manufacture of Toys. Fancy 
Goods, etc., 1938 (Cmd. 5790). 
t See the nature or Celluloid and Celluloid Substitutes in Section I or Report of tbe 
Departmental Commlllee on the Use or Cellutold in the Manufacture or Toys, Fancy Goods. 
etc., 1938. 
t In this connectIOn we have had regard to the report on •• The SunelUance or Cinemato­
graph Record Film during Storage" produced by the Government Chemist's Department 
and the Chemical Research and Development Est'd.blishment of the Mmistry or Supply, 
(February, 1948), and the Report or the Departmental Committee on Celluloid. 1913. neither 
of which offers any evidence or spontaneous ignition under tests conducive to such action. 
§ See Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act, 1922 (Section 9), aod Rcgulations of 1921 
for Factories and Workshops where ceUulolu. etc., is manufactured (S.R. & O. 1921 
No. 1825). 
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presence of these substances forms part of the statutory definitions of cine. 
matograph film.· Jt �hQuld be observed that photographic films and old 
stocks of X-ray films may also be composed of celluloid. 
6. Tn view of the greater ease of ignition of certain forms of celluloid. 
which wa!) accepted by our witnesses, it is ne.:essary in relation to storage 
precautions to have regard to the kind of celluloid to be stored. For 
reasons given later we do not consider that the existing statutory control. 
which we discuss in the next section of our reoort. takes sufficient account 
of differences in the kind of celluloid to be stored. e.g., raw celluloid is 
defined in tbe Act of 1922 as meaning botb .. (a) celluloid whicb bas not 
been subjected to any process of manufacture, and (b) celluloid scrap or 
waste". We consider that the ease of ignition of ceJiuioid scrap or waste 
(which was the kind of celluloid involved in the Richmond fire) is so great 
that the storage precautions for scrap or waste require separate considera­
tion from those ror raw celluloid as defined in (a) below. Again, there are 
detailed storage requirements for cinematograph film, whereas photographic 
film which is of comparable fire risk is only subject to statutory conLrol 
when stored in factory premises and even then to less stringent requirements. 
We have therefore classified tbe ceUuloid storage Dosition in terms of four 
main classes as follows:-
(a) Raw celluloid. including celluloid in the form of sheets. blocks. 
tubes or rods wruch form the basis (or many manufactured articles. 
Where these sheets, etc., approximate in thickness to cinematograph or 
pbotographic film. it seems to us to be essential that rhe conditions 
of storage sbould not be those for the thicker sheets whkh do not 
ignite so readily but should be those which we propose should in 
future govern tbe storage of such film (�ee (c) below). An expert 
trade witness proposed a thickness of 5! II,ooo[h inch. witb other quali­
fications. as the limit below which celluloid should be treated as film. but 
we prefer to state the thickness in general terms. 
(b) Manufactured articles containing celluloid, in factories. warehouses 
and shops. Our sample investigation showed that in districts covered 
by the enquiry there was little storage of manufactured celluloid articles. 
other than film. in quantities of more than one cwt. in sbops or ware­
houses and this. it is thought. may be considered to be typical of the 
country as a whole. One of the reasons given for lhe shortage of 
manufactured celluloid articles in shops was that the extensive pre­
war imports [ram Germany and Japan have ceased. Moreover. in the 
manufacture of a number of small articles celluloid has been superseded 
by slow·burning plastic substances. In the circllm<;tances we find no 
reason to dissent from the view expressed in paragraph 19 of the Report 
of the Departmental Committee of 1913. that there is no need for regula­
tions dealing specifically with the storage of manufactured celluloid goods 
in shops nor for requirements for storage in warehouses. 
(c) Cinematograph and photographic (including X-ray) film. Thi9 
material represents great fire danger especially when it is "stripped ", 
This category should embrace any film (including uncoated raw ba<;e) 
containing nitro-cellulose or other oitrated product. which was made 
for the purpose of being used in cinematograph or photographic 
apparatus of any type (e.g., cameras. sound recording apparatus, and 
projectors or X·ray apparatus). We coo�ider also that certain thin 
sheet celluloid should be included in this category (see (a) above) . 
• See also The Manufacture of Cinematograph Film Regulalions. 1928 (S.R. & O. 1928, 
No. 82) and The Cinematograph Stripping Regulations. 1939 (S.R. & O. t939. No. 571). 
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(d) Scrap or waste celluloid, which consists of the scrap or waste 
producls of (a) 10 (c) above, and would include stripped (or washod) 
film. In bulk, this presents a potential fire danger greater even than 
that presented by fiJm. because of the greater ease of ignition of the 
�mall pieces of which scrap often consists and of its miscellaneous 
character. The risk is often increased by certain unsatisfactory ways 
in which scrap or waste is packed for storage and for transport. 
Where the term .• celluloid ". without qualification, is used in thi� repon 
it is intended to IIlclude al\ the above four classes. unless the context clearly 
indicates the contrary. 
7. The term .. storeroom" has been taken by us as meaning accommoda· 
Lion (a room. chamber or similar enclosure) used expressly for the storing 
of any kind of celluloid. including nitro·ccllulose film. as distinct from any 
accommodation in which celluloid or film is subjected to some process or 
operation. In view of the frequent use of the term" store" or .. vault" for 
a storeroom we should perhaps add that we ha\e regarded each individual 
store or vault. whether bolated or in vertical or horizontal juxtaposition 
with others. as a storeroom, in making our recommendations. Activities 
such as examining. sorting. manipulation. packing and despatch are �ometimcs 
carned out in rooms adjacent to storerooms. AlLhough our recommenda· 
lions are concerned primanly wnh storerooms as we have defined them. \\e 
have also had regard to activities such as examining. sorting. etc .. in so far 
a:) they are a danger to storage accommodation (see paragraphs 80 to 83). 
We have not regarded temporary deposit while in the course of or incidental 
to delivcry. conveyance. or transport as constituting storage. 
8. Tile features Of storage. by which we mean the matters in relation to a 
celluloid storeroom \\hich are &usceptiblc of regulation. are well kno"n. 
They are the same features. broadl) speaking. as are controlled in respect 
of many different kinds of other substances which present a danger to persons 
or property in the vicinity. We bave found as regards some features that 
higher standards are very desirable in place of the existing standards. 
especially in respect of the storing of the more easily ignitable kinds of 
celluloid_ It may be helpful to list here the features of storage. Thev are 
as follows:-
(I) Registration or notification of the existence of a storeroom. 
[ii) Siting in relation to (a) the premises as<;.ociated with the storeroom 
or (b) neighbouring premises. 
(iii) AmOll1ll of material to be stored. 
(iv) Structure, in which IS included not only the materials and con· 
struction of the main fabric. walls. doors. ceilings and floors. hut also 
an) baffle walls. and fittings of the storeroom. 
(v) Velllilat;oll and prO\·j�ion jor ga!'> relief. 
(\<i) lighting heating. 
(vii) The means oj escape from the storeroom and other prcmlses III 
the viciOlLY. 
(viii) Means oj extinf?lIishing /ire. 
(ix) Mi�cellaneoll!i prOl'isio1ls as to notices In connection with the 
storeroom. Its exclusive use for the storage of celluloid. the prohibition 
of open lights. smoking materials. elc .. and the promotion of .. good 
hou<;.ekecping H .  �uch as adequate supervision. maintenance. instructions 
to .. taff. etc_ 
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9. Some of these features of celluloid storage are inter·related and corn. 
plcmentary and whatever care is taken to relate legal requirements to !.he 
risk pre�ented by the kind of celluloid 10 be stored. there are bound to be 
some unusual or exceptional circumstances which may render a particular 
requirement unnecessary or inappropriate. It is, therefore. necessary not only 
to provide for variation of the requirements so as to take account of the 
form of celluloid to be stored but also to leave room for some discretion 
to be exercised in the application or enforcement of the requirements. 
EXISTING STATUTORY REGULATIONS 
10. The following codes relate to the storage of celluloid and/or cinemato. 
grapb film;-
A. Under the Factories Acts. there are the following regulations '\\ hicb 
relate solely 10 factory premises:-
(i) The Celluloid Regulations. 1921 (S.R. & 0.1921. No. 1825). 
(ii) The Manufacture of Cinematograph Film Regulations. 1928 
(S.R. & O. 1928. No. 82). 
(iii) The Cinematograph Film Stripping Regulations, 1939 
(S.R. & O. 1939. No. 571). 
B. The Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act. 1922. 
C. Local Acts;-
(i) The London County Council (CellulOid etc.) Act. 1915. 
(ii) The Liverpool Corporation Act. 1921. 
(iii) The Glasgow Streets Sewers and Buildings Consolidation Order 
Confirmation Act, 1937. 
A. Regulations under the Factories Acts 
(i) Tlte Celluloid Regulations. 1921 
11. These Regulations apply to all factories or to parts thereof" in which 
celluloid or any article wholly or partly made of celluloid is manufaclUred, 
manipulated or stored ", except that the Regulations of 1928 and 1939 (see 
paragraphs 14·15 and 16·17) bave superseded the Regulations of 1921 in so 
far as, respectively, the manufacture, repair, manipulation. use or �torage of 
cinematograph film. and the processes of stripping and drying of cinemato­
graph film. are concerned.· Since these Regulations of 1921 are not con· 
fined to those factories in which specific industries are carried on (as are the 
Regulations of 1928 and 1939) they apply to the great majority of factory 
premises in which raw celluloid. or manufactured celluloid articles. or scrap 
or waste celluloid arc stored. Of 2,275 registered factories to which one 
or other of these three codes of factory regulations apply. 2.129 are subject 
to the provisions of the 1921 Regulations. The 1921 Regulations arc designed. 
therefore, to provide a general code of requirements. including storage require. 
ments, for use in a great variety of industries in which celluloid. in any form. 
is used. 
12. Some of the main features of storage are dealt with generally. but not 
specifically, in the Regulations of 1921. Ventilation and gas relief are not 
mentioned and there is no definition of fire resisting material. There is 
no precise requirement as to siting, except that slocks of celluloid shall be 
• The definitions of cinematograph film in the Regulations of 1928 and 1939 limit their 
application to certain types of film. See paragraphs 14 and 16. 
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kept in a suitable place outside the workrooms plainly marked "Celluloid 
Store" and that •. the sLare shall not be situated so as to endanger the 
means of CSCilpe from the factory or workshop or from any part thereof 
III the e\ent of a lire occurring III the store to. There are miscellaneous pro· 
visions as to prohibiting the admission of unauthorised persons, smoking. 
naked lights and fires, and a requirement as to tbe appointment. in writing. 
of a competent person to supenise and enforce the regulations. and there 
is proviSIOn for H.M. Chief Inspector of Factories to grant conditional exemp­
tion to any factory from all or any of the prescribed regulations in any case 
in which he is atisfied Ihat they are not necessary for the protection of the 
persons employed. 
13. It was these regulations which in Mr. Long's view governed the storage 
of celluloid and of cinematograph film in Harris's factory. and he commented 
upon the provisions with regard to amount of material stored, structure of 
storerooms. and means of extinguishing fire (paragraph 33 of his report) a� 
follows: -
•. The) require that stocks of celluloid exceedtng I cwt. shall be kept 
in a chamber constructed of fire resisting materials. but they contain 
no provision limiting the amount of celluloid that may be stored in an} 
building provided that the building. or any compartment of the bUIld· 
ing in which it is slored. answers the description' a chamber constructed 
of fire re�isting materials'. They require that adequate means for 
extinguishing fire. having regard to the amount of celluloid present 
in the room at any one time, shall be kept constantly provided for 
each storeroom, but unless this provision is to be intcrpreted as requir­
ing a fire extinguishing apparatus that will operate automatically. it is 
useless for stopping or controlling an outbreak of fire occurring when 
the factory is closed and no one is present to operate hand appliances," 
(ii) The Mmlll/aclllre 0/ Cinematograph FUm Regulatiolls. 1928 
14. The::.e Regulations apply to all factories or parts thereof" in which 
cinematograph film is manufactured, repaired, manipulated. used or stored ". 
There are 135 registered factorie\) subject to these provisions. .. Cinemato­
graph film" is defined as .. any film including uncoated raw base, containing 
nitro-cellulose or other nit rated product. which ;s intended for use in a 
cinematograph or other simjlar apparatus". Scrap film is covered by these 
Regulations only in so far as it is the waste from the processcs carried out. 
15. In the field covered by tbe Regulations. standards are noticeably more 
stringent and specific on the main features of storage than those in the 
Regulations of 1921. The siting of the storeroom is dealt with; structural 
provisions include a definition of "fire resisting material"; tbere are 
requirements as to ventilation and gas relief space, and safeguards arc 
prescribed to prevent the risks of ignition and overheating of film by 
electrical plant or equipment. On tbe question of adequate means of ex· 
tinguishing fire. the 1928 Regulations prescribe tbat every storeroom shall 
be fitted with an efficient automatic water sprinkling system. unless it was 
in use before the 1st March. 1928. and is situated on the roof or top floor 
of a building or in a single storey building approved by H.M. Chief Inspector 
of Factories. or some mher poc;ition similarly approved. Where. however. 
a storeroom has been brought into use since 1st March. 1928, the above 
requirements as to siting apply. and in addition an efficient water sprinkling 
system must be fitted. Finally. there is a provision prescribing the maximum 
amount of cinematograph film which may be kept in one storeroom. i.e. onc 
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(On or 560 reels whichever is the greater. (ln this connection it should be 
noted that a practice has recently arisen in tbe trade wbereby film is often 
reeled in 2 100 fOOl lengths, each weighing about ten pounds; tbus 560 reels 
may now approximate to 2t tons.) The regulations contain miscellaneous 
provisions somewhat similar to tbose in the Regulations of 1921. 
(iii) The Cinematograph Film Stripping Regulatiolls, 1939 
16. Tbese Regulations apply " to all factories or parts tbereof in which 
stripping· or dryingt of cinematograph film is done n. The definition of 
"cinematograph film" is ., any film containing nitro-cellulose or other 
nltrated product which was intended for use or has bee" lIsed in a cinemato­
grapb or sound recording or other similar apparatus". There are 11 
registered factories subject to the�e provisions. The Regulations do not 
therefore apply over a wide field. and do not affect the storage of scrap 
celluloid (other than cinematograph film) or of scrap photographic iBm. or 
of stripped cinema(Ograpb film on premises other than a stripping factory. 
17. The siting of the storeroom is subject to the approval of H.M. Ch.ief 
Inspector of Factories who must approve tbe plans of at! premises used for 
film stripping and. funhermore. any storeroom shall be a single-storey build­
ing. and. if erected since 1 s{ December, 1938 "shall be a separate single­
storey building at least 20 feet from any building in which persons are 
regularly Qresent H. The maximum amount of rum allowed to be kept in 
any one storeroom is one ton or other approved quantity. The structura1 
requirements are similar to those imposed by the 1928 Regulations, but there 
is an additional requirement (tbe bailie wall) aimed at IUore effective isola· 
tiOD of one storeroom from another. viz. the storeroom shall be .. separated 
from any adjacent storeroom by a wall built up to 3 feel above the roof ". 
The basis for calculating the gas relief space results generally in a greater 
area per storeroom than in the 1928 Regulations and in addition the design 
must be approved. The provision in the storeroom of a sprinkler system 
or other means of extinguishing fire is. however. not required. Electrical 
safeguards are somewhat similar to those in the 1928 Regulations. as are 
the miscellaneous provisions. 
General observations on the Regulations under the Factories Acts 
18. Before proceeding to deal with tbe other statutory requirements govern­
ing the storage of celluloid, it seems appropriate to consider the general 
effectiveness of the various factory regulations as a whole in relation to 
celluloid storage. It is, as we have shown, the Regulations of 1921 which 
cover by far the greatest number of cases of celluloid storage in factories. 
In his re.port Mc. Long found that the prohibitions and precautions imposed 
by these Regulations (and those in certain relevant paragraphs of the 
Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act, 1922, which we cliscuss in para­
grapb 25 below) .. are inadequate to protect buildings and their occupants 
from the dangers created by the storage of large quantities of celluloid 
upon other premises in close proximity to them" (paragraph 36 (Il) of his 
report). but he also pointed out that factory regulations" 3re intended for 
the protection of workers in the factory. They are 110t intended. designed. 
or adequate for tbe protection of persons or buildings outside tbe factory" 
(paragraph 33). On the other hand, Mr. Long found the standards in the 
• "Stripping" means the removal of emulsion from cinematograph film and includes all 
unpacking, sorting, unwinding, Winding, decoloufm8, wa.-.hmg. gradmg, and packing of 
cinematograph film incidental thereto. 
t "Drying" means the drying of cinematograph film from whi<:h emulsion has been 
removed. 
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Regulations of 1928 and 1939 to be much more sati�fa tory although they 
CQ\er onl) a !o.mall and specialised amount of celluloid storage in factories. 
He goes so far as to say of the Regulations of 1939: •. Had these last 
mentioned requlIemcnts been applicable to the storage of the celluloid in 
Harris's factor)' and obs::-rvw there. T think it very probable that the fire 
would have been confined to a limited ponion of the celluloid. or that at 
any rate Its progress would have been considerabl), retarded and that the 
damage to neighbouring buildings would have been greatly reduced. if not 
\\ holl) 3\olded .
. 
(plragraph 38 of his repon). 
The wider evidence we have now obtained and considered leads us to the 
conclusion that although that statement may have been justified b)' the site 
arrangements of Harris's premises. the requirements of the 1939 Regulations 
would not necessarily have been sufficient to obviate danger in all cases. 
In our view a higher standard than that afforded by the 1939 Regulations is 
justifiable. 
19. We find that the existing codes of factory reguJalions give rise 10 
certain anomalie�. For instance. stripped film is stored bOlb by the film 
stripper \.\ ho has removed the emulsion from it and by the manufacturer who 
uses it as raw material in. say. the making of palllts. leather cloth. etc. 
This kmd of film has a considerably higher calorific value. and. possibly 
as the re�ult of the trealmem it has received. ignites more freely and 
burns more fiercely than coated nitre-cellulose film. and it may therefore 
be regarded as presentmg a greater risk. Where stripped film IS stored 
on film strippers' premises it must be stored in accordance with the com­
prehensive requirements of the Cinematograpb Film Stripping Regulations. 
1939. but on the paint manufacturer's premises. for example. it need on I) be 
stored 10 accordance with the general and far less stringent provisions of 
the Celluloid Regulations, 1921. which. in particular. place no limit on the 
amount \\ hich may be kept in one storeroom It seems Q'lOSI desirable to u 
that storage conditions be related directly t9 the risk presented by the kmd 
of celluloid material which is being stored. and that. other things being 
equal. the use or purposes for which it is being stored is not a m:ncrial 
factor. 
20. Tn view of the need for variation. or flexibility. in prescribing storage 
conditions (which we mention in paragraph 9 above) it is important to note 
that the regulations under tbe Factories Acts enable H.M. Chief Inspector 
of Factories to grant conditional exemption to any factory from all or any 
of the prescribed regulations. in any casc in \\ hich he is satisfied that they 
are unne..:cssary for the proteotion of the persons employed. 
B. The Celluloid aDd Cinematograph Film Act. 1922 
:! I .  Thi, Act applies 
(i) To the keeping or sloring. in e:"<cess of the minimum quantities pre­
scribed. of raw celluloid. the expression " ra\\ celluloid" being defined 
as meamng 
(a) Celluloid which has not been subjected to any process of manu­
facture ; and 
(b) Celluloid scrap or waste. 
(ii) To the keeping or storing. in excess of the minImum quantitie-; 
prescribed. of cinematograph film. wl}ich is defined as meaning any 
film containing celluloid which is intended for u')e in a cinemalOgraph 
or any o;imilar appar:llUs. 
IQ 
The definition of raw celluloid presents certain dillicullie� 10 that it might 
be argued that there can be no celluloid \\-bieb has not been subjected to 
all)' proce�s of manufacture. Moreover, as we bave mdlcaled in paragraph 6. 
it is anomalous tbat sbeet celluloid and celluloid �crap should be grouped 
within the same broad definition and so subject to precisely the same storage 
requirements. The definition of cinematograph film. \\ hicb clearly excludes 
ordinary pbolOgraphic film. results in the escape of this type of film from 
the control provided by the Act. Photographic film is controUed when �tored 
in factor) premises, and. as it appears \0 present a danger comparable with 
tbat of cinematograph film. we feel that the definjtion of cinematograph film 
:,hould be amended to bring photographic film containing nitrated cellulose 
\\ ithin the scope of the Act. 
22. Tbe Act applies. broadly. to all premises. save those to which tbe 
Factories Acts and the Cinematograph Act. 1909. apply, where more than 
'] cwe of raw celluloid of 20 reels or 80 lb. of cinematograph film are 
stored or kept (including temporary deposit for examination. cleaning. etc.) ; 
or \\here lesser quantities are kept. unless the raw celluloid. or. in the case 
oi cinematograph film. each reel. is kept in a separate and properly closed 
metal box. The Act does not apply in the administrative County of London 
or the City and Royal Burgh of Glasgow nor. until it is djrected by order 
that the relevant similar provisions oC the Liverpool Corporation Act. 1921, 
o;;hall cease to apply.· to the City of Liverpool. Registration with the 
appropriate local authority is required in respect of any premises to which 
the Act applies. together with the payment of annual fees, 
23, SlOrage requtrements are contained in the First Schedule of the Act. 
This schedule has many of tbe weaknesses oC the Celluloid Regulations. 1921. 
As regards structure, there is no definition of what constitutes flIe 
resisting material. and there are no requirements relatmg to gas rehef space 
or to baffle walls. There is no definition of what constitutes adequate 
means of extinguishing fire. The Act requires raw celluloid to be kept in 
a fire resisting storeroom. but not cinematograph film if it is kept in 
fire resisting receptacles. Any quantity of the latter may be so kept in one 
room. and the quantity which may be kept in one receptacle and the positions 
where such receptacles shall be kept are not specified. On the other hand. 
the amount of material which may be stored in any one storeroom i� limited 
to one ton of celluloid and one ton or 560 reels (scc oaragraph 15 above) 
of cinematograph film. Where both raw celluloid and film are stored. the 
aggregate amount in one storeroom shall not exceed one ton. There is no 
limit to the number of storerooms or of receotacles \\ hich there may be 10 
onc building. 
24, The Act oC 1922 has regard to -the safety of the general public as well 
as to persons in or about a celluloid storeroom. Paragraohs (c). (cl) and 
(e) of sub-section (I) of Section J of the Act. which relate to all premises. 
including factory premises. in which celluloid or cinematograph film. as 
defined in tbe Act. is stored or used. provide that no premises shall be u!)ed 
for any purpose to which the Act applies:-
•• (c) If tbe premises are situated underneath prembes used for re�iden­
tl3l purposes; 
(d) if the premises are so situated that a fire occurring therein might 
interfere with the means of escape from the building of which they 
form pan or from any adjoining building; 
• No order has yel been made. 
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(e) \·'here the premises form pan of a bUilding, unless such part either 
(i) IS separated from any other part of the building by fire resisting 
partitions (Including fire resisting ceilings and floors) and fire 
re !Sltmg self.closing doors; or 
(ii) is so situated and constructed that a fire occurring therein 
is not likely to spread to other parts of the building. and Its 
use for the purposes to which this Act applies is sanctioned in 
\Hiting by the local authority and any conditions attached to 
such sanctions are complied with." 
General objermtjvn� on the Act 
25. We think there are weaknesses in these requirements which call for 
revision. Paragraph (c) is not adequate in that there is evidence of the 
rapid spread of celluloid fires and we cannot overlook the possibility that 
fire may spread both laterally and downwards. There is also the question 
of the sprcad through tbe building of the gases evolved on the decomposition 
or the celluloid. Paragraph (d) was considered In paragraph 32 o[ Mr. 
Long's report. He took the view that except [or the two storerooms. which 
\vere contiguous, there wcre no .• adjoinmg buildll1gs n. Nevertheless the 
fire at Harris's factory spread to buildings in the vicinity sufficiently quickly 
to impede the means of escape from them. Mr. Long reported (paragraph 32) 
with �pecial reference to paragraph (d): •. the imponant matter to note is 
1 think. that these prO\ iSlons are not framed and are not adequate to protect 
persons placed in the position of those who suffered fatal injury in Townshend 
Terrace, namely persons who occupy a neighbouring building which does 
nOl actuall) adjoin the bUilding in \\hich the celluloid is stored. but who 
may be trapped by the mtense conflagration \\hich IS likel) to en�ue if large 
quanllties of the celluloid take fire ". The effectiveness of paragraph (e) 
depends upon how far adequate standards of construction are imposed. or 
adequate conditions attached by local authorities in cases where they sanction 
use for storage. 
26. We have indicated in paragraph 9 the need for some discretion to be 
exercisable in the enforcement of statutory requirements relating to celluloid 
storage. So far as factor) premises are concerned H.M. Chief Inspector of 
Factories already possesses such a power (see paragraph 20). and we recom· 
mend that local authonties charged with the enforcement of the CeUulold 
and Cinematograph Film Act, 1922. should have similar powers. The local 
authorities In question are at present the county borough councils. borough 
councils, and urban and rural district councils. and the assignment of outies 
to them has merit ina'imuch a.s these are the authorities charged with securing 
adequate means of escape from buildings (under both the Public Health 
and the Factories Acts), It is significant. however. that other and newer 
functions which have a bearing on celluloid storage. c.g .. tbose relating to 
fire protection and town and country planlllng (although the latter are not 
�pecifically based on safety considerations) are exercised by the larger local 
authorities. viz. the county councils and the county borough councils. If 
local authorities are given \\ ider and discretionary powers 111 connection 
with the storage or celluloid. responsibilities in these other spheres could 
u�efully be co-ordmated with responsibility for celluloid storage. e.g .• when 
considering exemptions the authorities could have regard to other risks in 
the neighbourhood and to the fire fighting facilities available and could. at 
all times. take into account changes in the situation. A re-arrangement of 
thIS kmd need nOl disturb the present assignment of responsibility [or means 
of escape to the smaller local authorities. In view o( these considerations 
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and such allied factors as the highly tecbnjcal nature of tbe control of 
celluloid storage, and tbe need for wide experience 1 0  securing uniformity of 
practice in the exercise of discretionary powers, we tblOk tbat there would 
be great advantage in placing celluloid storage powers in tbe hands of the 
fewer authorities who possess tbe useful complementary powers we have 
mentioned. We accordingly recommend that considerattoD should be given 
to the question of confining to councils of counties and county boroughs the 
exercise of the local authorities' powers under the 1922 Act. except for 
powers relating to means of escape, which might remain with the smaller 
local authorities. 
C. Local Acts 
27. The London Counly Council (Celluloid. ele.) Ael. 1915. is typical of 
the three local Acts dealing with celluloid storage. Tn Olle important par· 
ticular. i.e. tbe structural provisions relating to storerooms, the Liverpool 
Corporation Act, 1921, differs from tbe London Act, but in most of tbeir 
provisions the three Acts are virtually identical. The three Acts play the 
same part in thelr separte districts as the Celluloid and Cinematograph Film 
ACI. 1922. plays in lbe rest of the country. Tbe London Act of 1915. applies 
to all premises in the administrative county of London where cinematograph 
film or such celluloid as has not been subjected to any process of manufacture 
(in quantities above tbe minimum quantities prescribed for the operation of 
the Act of 1922) is stored or othenvise dealt with, provided that it is being 
kept for the purposes of U sale. hire or profit n. One of the deficiencies in 
the application of this Act is that it does not extend to tbe storage of celluloid 
scrap. 
28. As regards siting of the storeroom, the London County Council Act 
contains provisions comparable with paragraph (c) of sub·scction (I) of 
Section I of the Act of 1922; it also requires adequate means of escape to 
be provided from a building used in part for purposes other than a celluloid 
factory or a celluloid store. The Act does not enable control to be exercised 
over the position of the storeroom, and many storerooms in London are in 
fact at basement level. The Council is required to register any premises as 
a ceUuloid store within one month of the date of the application ror such 
registration. It cannot refuse to register a store. and cannot cancel a registra· 
tion except at the request of the person registered. The structural require· 
ments of tbe Act are a little more precise than those of the Act of 1922. 
and of the CeUuloid Regulations. 1921. in that a standard of fire resisting 
materbl is prescribed. The Act also contains a requirement limiting to one 
ton or 560 reels of film, whichever is the greater. the amount of celluloid 
which may be kept in one storeroom. In terms of present day reels this 
may allow storage up to 2i tons (see paragraph 15). Requirements with 
regard to fire extinguishing apparatus. although specific. do not take account 
of modern appliances. e.g. there is no provision as to sprinklers. There is. 
however, such a requirement in the Glasgow Act. 
29. In view of the considerable concentration of cinematograph film in 
London. particularly in storerooms in the Wardour Street area (where some 
of the storerooms are in basements under offices and present a very serious 
fire and explosion risk to upper floors and to the adjacent buildings as well 




30. As stated in paragraph 2 of our report. we made �OO1e independent 
enquiries in various ways for tbe purpose of acquainung ourselves with 
celluloid storage practice. bearing in m.ind the storage conditions at Harris's 
factory. These enquiries consisted of a sample area investigation. visits to 
different kinds of storage accommodation in the vicimty of London. an 
exammatlon of fire reports, and discussion with witnesses from the celluloid 
industry. We propose to give in this section of our report the salient findmgs 
of these enquiries. 
Sample A rea Enquiry 
31. We instituted investigations and received repons from H.M. Inspectors 
of Factories and local authority officers on celluloid storage in tbe nille areas 
listed in Appendix I .  
32. We received detailed reports on seventy stores, of which the great 
majority fell within three categories. viz .. faclOries in whIch motion pictures 
are made, factories in which celluloid is used in a manufacturing process. 
and film renters' premises 10 whIch cinematograph film IS stored for purposes 
of dlstnbution. Onl) two �torerooms used b) celJuloid scrap merchants were 
found. In twO mdustrial premises. outside London. cinematograph film was 
Mored solely for purposes of exhibition on the premises. and in one of these 
cases the amount stored was as much as one lOn. We under::.tand that this 
storage and use is �ubject to the provisions of the Act of 1922. 
33. The close proximity of residential. commercial. or industrial propeny 
to a number of celluloid storerooms containing anything from I ton to 70 tons 
of celluloid or of film was the disturbing revelation of the repons. having 
10 mind the grave damage which was done to residential properly at a 
distance of as much as 42 (eet from the Harris factory. Two instances were 
reported in London of residential accommodation in the same building as 
ceUuloid storerooms. In one case this accommodation \\a5 four storeys 
above the storeroom and. in the other. on the Hoor below. Again. in onc 
industrial town, a storeroom holding 70 tons of ell uloid but having a capacity 
of 300 tons was situated on the ground noor of a building othenvise used 
as offices. workroom� and a staff canteen, and at a distance of onJy 20 feel 
from the nearest residential propeny. Cases were also reponed where the 
quantity of film in the basement would imperil. in the event of fire, the 
means of e�cape of employees working on the other floors. and also ca�s 
where buildings had been allowed to fall into such disrepair that tbe safety 
measure� originally provided were no longer effective. e.g .. fire resisting doors 
could only be shut with difficulty. On the whole the reports �howcd 
compliance with statutory codes, but in onc or two cases there were 
infringements which led to prosecutions. 
Visits by Committee 
34. Wc visited eight stores of differeot kinds in and near London. On 
the whole the visits confirmed the information on storage obtained from 
the area enquiry. though in a few cases we found that a higher standard of 
storage accommodation was provided than is required under the exi!o.tlng 
law. e.g .. sprinklers were fitled in three cases where they were not statutorily 
necessary. On the other hand we found a case where two storerooms. each 
containing onc ton of film. were Situated in the basement of a five-storey 
building with ventilators from the storerooms leading. at pavement level. 
to a crowded public street outside. I n more than one case storerooms were 
not being used solely for the storage of celluloid or cinematograph mm. 
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In another instance. a building consisted of a series of adjoining storerooms 
in  different occupations : some were used for the storage of scrap film in  
sacks and other� for the storage of cinematograph film in  tins � thoM: used 
for tbe fomler purpo3oC had no sprinklers. although tho�c used for the latter 
had. In the main store of onc facLOry (LO which tbe Celluloid Regulations, 
1 92 1 .  applied) there were no less than 250-300 tons of sheet cellulOid stored 
10 three inter-communicating �torcrooms. This was not a contra\cnuon of 
the �tatutory reqUIrements, but we were glad to find additional safeguards 
adopted voluntanly. Our \"i�lts also revealed the importance of havang 
regard to the conditions outside the storerooms. Instances were encountered 
of corridors so narrow as to be liable to obstruction by the trolleys used to 
tran�pon film to and from the workrooms, etc. : storerooms with doors 
directly facing each other ; possible sources of fire (c.g., electric signs. 
chimneys) close to gas relief outlet!> : gas rehef outlets in close prmomtty to 
each other : and the use of inflammablc solvents in rooms adjacent to 
storerooms. 
Fire Reporrs 
35. We have studied reports on the fires occllrring Since 1942 in  which 
celluloid and cinematograph film was involved, other than tbose in cinemas. 
and in addition to the Richmond fire, to sce how far they give us material 
on safeguarding celluloid storage. There havc been twenty-si.,< such lires on 
which reports were available. Some of Ihese fires occl,1rred during the war 
period. but, \\hile war condition!> may have had some bearing, the fire!> were 
not annbutable to any war incident. Of these fires. one occurred at a scrap 
merchant's. three in renters' premises, five in factories, six in studios and eight 
took place at film strippers' premises. Three fires occurred in  places which 
could nOt be regarded as nomlal storage accommodatIOn, e.g., in an open 
yard. No fire occurred in  a sheet celluloid �toreroom. 
36. In eighteen of these twenty·six fires. storerooms were involved, either 
originally (thirteen cases) or from a fire el�ewhere which spread to the 
storeroom. Fire spread from the storeroom to other premises in  four of the 
thirteen cases where fire originated in  a storeroom, but we do not thlllk we 
can necessarily infer tbat in the nine other cases the storerooms were adequate 
to contain a fire, since in one other instance there would most certainly have 
been spread of fire to other premises had there been buildings as near as 
in the Richmond case. 
37. In twenty-one cases out of the twenty-six. the material involved was 
c inematograph film, Of these twenty-one ca!>es, coated cinematograph film 
was involved on seventeen occasions and stripped film on the other four. 
The quantities involved were in  some cases considerably in excess of the 
one-ton limit prescribed for storerooms in  the existing Regulations. In one 
fire. at film renters' premises. as much as 50 tons of film were involved. 
[0 another case. five tons of scrap (both film and celluloid) caught fire. and 
eventually iovolved 70 tons of other inflammable material�. and althoug.h the 
quantities were not similar in  kind. the mixture of materials was a point of 
similarity with tbe fire al Richmond. 
38, Of the thirteen fires which originated in storerooms. there was only 
one case in which a reason could be found for the outbreak (3 hot cinder 
was inadvertently carried into the storeroom in  the turnup of a man's 
rousers). In seven cases the fire seems to have occurred during a period 
(! hOl weather after work had ceased for the day-in most cases some time 
aterwards. Tt was suggested in some cases that the fires were due to 
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spontaneous ignition of film, but there is no scientific evidence to show that 
thjs fonn of Ignition occurs (see paragraph 5). In eight cases out of the 
lwenty�six it was reported that the fire was accompanied by an explosion. In 
one instance, where cinematograph film became ignited in a basement, severe 
damage was sustained five Ooors above. 
39. I n  five cases out of the lwentv�six. fires occurred in factories which 
were nOl concerned with the manufacture or stripping of cinematograph film. 
In four of the cases the celluloid concerned was, lD fact. film. 10 the other 
case the fire was extinguished before serious damage had been done. 
40. I n  two cases only out of the twenty�six under review the use of 
sprinklers was reported. In one case they operated in time to save 300 lbs. 
of film in a storeroom after only 4 Ibs. bad burned, and in the other case they 
saved 60 Ibs. of ccUuloid after only a rew sheets had burned. 
4 1 .  I n  no case did loss of life occur, nor was severe damage done to 
property at as great a distance as that recorded at Richmond, but there is a 
record of scorching of property at a distance of 250 feet, and another case 
of leaves in an orchard being burned at a distance of 2 1 0  feet from the seat 
of the fire. 
Scrap or Waste Celluloid 
42. We addressed our questions to witnesses more particularly on the 
extent and character of the trade in scrap celluloid and cinematograph film. 
which was the kind of business carried on at the Hams factory.· We were 
told that scrap normally comprised washed (or stripped) and unwashed 
cinematograph film, film punchings. scrap photographic film. exposed X�ray 
film (now normally of cellulose-acetate). and waste cel1uoid articles. We were 
informed that there were some twenty firms operating as celluloid scrap 
merchants, some of which were of recent origin, having purchased ex�R.A.F. 
film. sold in open auctions. and that the firms were either middlemen, who 
merely collected and resold material as purchased. or were merchants, sorting 
before resale. We were also told that scrap cinematograph film was stored 
by Qlm producers prior to disposal. by film strippers, and, after stripping, 
by firms engaged in the leather cloth. paint and export trades, to which 
firms 90 per cent. of all scrap film eventually goes. We learned that the 
import and export trade in scrap ftLm is considerable. inVOlving yearly from 
two to four hundred tons. 
43· We were also informed that it was customary for scrap merchants to 
receive quantities of mixed plastic material, some of which would be nitro­
cellulose and some cellulose�acetate, or other plastic material not regarded 
as being highly inOammable. It was necessary for the scrap merchant to 
sort this material, except when it was known that a particular delivery, by 
virtue of the source of supply, would not contain a heterogeneous aSljortment 
of material. It  was said that most of this sorting was done amongst the 
general mass of waste materials on storage premises. Most scrap merchants 
cmplo)ed expenenced men who could tell by sight or touch the difference 
between nitro-cellulose and otber forms of plastic. Lt wa') alleged. however. 
that there were cases where the test involved placing the material in the 
flame of a candle, or on an electric hotplate, and detennining the nature 
of the material by the rate of burning. It  was also necessary to sort scrap 
celluloid material from other waste such as cardboard, paper packing, etc .. 
which might amount to as much as 15  per cent. of the contents of the sack 
(We gathered that it was not unu<;ual for scrap to be stored in sacks. despi� 
• See paragraphs 3 and 21  or Mr. Long's report. 
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the recommendation of the Departmental COI11Jlllllee of 1 9 13.) The scrap 
merchant �eparates the scrap nit ra-cellulose according to Its thickness. and 
it wa ... ... aid by more than onc witness tbat the ri�k of hre in  nitro-cellulose 
of 5 / 1 000t� inch or less in thickness is as great as in cinematograph film. 
irrcspccti\tc of any difference in the chemical composition of the two 
materials. 
44. As an illu:stration of the present haphazard gro\\lh of .. mushroom " 
middle men or merchants dealing in scrap or waste film. wc may mention 
onc case (where a serious fire occurred) " here the local authority found that 
the premises in  which photographic film was stored In bulk. and \\ hlch 
\\ere not subject to any of the existing codes of reqUIrement:::.. were next 
door to a day nur�ry. In another case a vanman detailed to fetch material 
from a bona fide scrap merchant. was mi::,takcnly directed to a private house 
where he was given scrap celluloid from the basement. 
STANDARDS RECOMMENDED 
45. In considering tbe standard:s o[ storage to 
with those in which modifications are desirable. 
see existing standards fully maintained. 
Classel of CeJJII/aid 
be adopted we deal only 
Othef\\tise, we de:sire to 
46. As stated we classify celluloid in fOllr categories :  raw celluloid, manu­
factured celluloid goods. cincmalOgraph and photographic (including X-ray) 
film and scrap or waste celluloid. As regard.) raw celluloid (provided it 
IS not deemed to mciude cclluloid scrap or waste as 111 Section 9 of the 
Act of 1922 and provided that it does not approximate lO film). we consider 
that having regard to its greater difficulty of ig1l1tion and lower rate of 
burning. and the few fires which have taken place 111 relation to the large 
numb;:r of storerooms involved. there is only need to strengthen the :standards 
of the Regulations of 1921 and the Act of 1 922. which are applicable to 
the storage of raw celluloid. in such a way as to require the provision of 
sprinklers in storerooms. and to define fire resisting malerial. While wc 
think it d�sirable that raw celluloid should be stored in a single store) 
building or on the roof or top floor of a building. wherever tbis is reasonably 
practicable, wc feci that. in view of the characteristic:s of this material to 
which we referred in the preceding sentence. the specific amendment of 
Secllon I ( l )  (d) and (e) of the 1922 Act suggested later (paragraph, 49 and 
85 D and E) should be adequate 10 ensure that storerooms for raw celluloid 
are sited in safe positions. We consider that the pre:scnt restriction illlpo:sed 
by the Act of 1922 upon the storage of more than I ton of raw celluloid, 
although essential for celluloid scrap. need Dot be retained for sheet:s. blocks. 
etc .. having regard to the new provisions as to siting which we later 
recommend. We do not, as already stated, consider further regulation of 
manufactured celluloid articles is necessary. They arc already subject to the 
1921 Regulations when stored in quantities of more than I cwt. in factory 
premises. As regards cinematograph and similar film and raw celluloid of 
the same thickness, and as regards scrap or waste celluloid. we propose 
delililed standards. thougb. if the storage is  so situated. constructed ilnd 
otherwise circumstanced that it  is unnecessary to comply fully with our 
detailed standards in order to secure the safely of persons or properly. a 
limited measure of discretion should be given 10 the administering allthorities 
to relax the requirements. ...J. .� . 
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Si""g of Storerooms 
47. Siting IS in many ways the crux of the whole problem. Paragraphs (d) 
and (e) of Section I (I) of tbe Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act, 1922 
(which apply to factory premises as well as non-factory prenm,es) already 
regulate the siting of a celJuloid storeroom in relation to premi�es of which 
the storeroom forms part and in relation to any bUildings which . .  adjoi" " 
premises used for celluloid storage. As Mr. Long pOinted out (sce 
paragraph 25) the provisions of these paragraphs arc lOadequatc to protect 
bUlldlllgs and tbeir occupants from tbe dangers created by the storage of 
large quantities o( celluloid upon other premises in close proximity to them. 
Mr. Long was. however, careful to point out that bls criticism was made 
in the light of the existing statutory provisions rclallng to tbe storage of 
celluloid and tbat If more stringent requirements bad been applicable he 
thought it " very probable " that the fire at Richmond " would have been 
confined to a limited portion of the celluloid. or at any rate its progress 
would have been very considerably retarded. and that the damage to neigh­
bouring buildings would have been greatly reduced, if not wholly avoided " .  
Our enqUiries as to the circumstances and consequences of celluloid fires 
convince U:>, however. that amendment of Section t ( I )  (d) and (e) of the 
1922 Act is necessary. 
48. We have not neglected to consider whether the safe siting of celluloid 
�torerooms could be achieved by prescnbing sp�clfic minlOluOl .. safety 
distances " LO be observed between storerooms and other bUIldings. We 
have come to the conclusion, however, that it is  impracticable to prescribe 
a ngid formula of minimum distances sufficient to guarantee complete safety 
in all ca�s. The only experimental data available to us derived from 
expenments not with celluloid but with analogous substances such as nitro­
cellulose powders. The experimental data were based on materials \\ hlch 
were stored unbox.ed and in storerooms which were not related to our 
:,tandards. Although we have not felt able to adapt these data to the purpose 
of defining minimum safety distances from celluloid storerooms. \ve think 
the data of �umcient general interest to justify inclusion in Appendix 1 1 .  
49. We accordingly reoommend that Section I ( I )  (cl) and (e) of the 
Celluloid and Cinematograph Film Act, 1922. should be amended in general 
terms (see paragraph 85, D and E). 
50. We recommend that all storage of film and of scrap. shall be either 
in a single-storey building or on the roof or top floor of a building with 
adequate Mructural fire separation (see below) from the remainder of the 
building and from other adjoining buildings. This Will require amendment 
of the 1928 and 1939 Regulations so far as factor) premises arc concerned 
and of the Schedule to the Act of 1922 in respect of other premises. 
A mU1I1I1 of celluloid in storeroom 
5 1 .  We do not consider that our storage recommendations need be applied 
to premises in which less than 80 Ibs. of film or scrap celluloid or I cwt. of 
celluloid in any other form is stored. Where scrap material which includes 
celluloid is stored, thiS exemption should only apply if the total amount 
of scrap material on the premises is less than 80 Ibs. 
52. As regards cinematograph and other film. comparable thin sheet cellu· 
loid. and al�o scrap or waste cel1uloid we consider tbat the maximum amount 
tn be kept 10 any storeroom should be I IOn. This Will require amendment 
of the First Schedule to the Act of 1922 as well as of the Regulations of 
192 1 ,  1928 and 1939. 
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53. In aSSOCiation with the amount of material to be kept in one store­
room the size of each storeroom arises. We do nOl consider it necessary to 
prescribe a fixed area of floor space for each ton of a specific type of 
celluloid stored, though on general principles it is desirable that all store­
rooms should be kept as small as practicable. The application of this 
principle not only serves to eliminate the tendency to overstock the store­
room, which is a temptation where more than sufficient space is available, 
but facilitates means o[ escape, which are difficult to ensure in large 
storerooms. 
54. We have considered how far there should be limitation of the amount 
of celluloid i n  relation to the number of storerooms either in one building 
or in one area. In our view, if storerooms are up to the standards recom­
mended in this Report there should not be a need also to control the number 
of storerooms. In the interests of good and sensible administration we con­
sider it essential that consultations should be maintained between H.M. 
Inspectors 
-
of Factories and the officers of local authorities as to the store­
rooms with which they are respectively dealing. 
Structure 0/ Storerooms 
55. In Mr. Long's report, paragraphs 29 and 30. tbere is a vivid picture 
of tbe destruction of a two-storey buildmg and of a single-storey building 
in which celluloid scrap was stored. Roofs, doors. partitions. walls. COD­
tainers of scrap, were destroyed, but substantial pans of the outer walls 
remained standing after the fire. The evidence of other fires repeats this 
picture of ruin after fires involving scrap celluloid or film. 
56. Our general conclusions arc that (subject to the next paragraph) 
storerooms should be so constructed that they are able to confme a fire 
and to prevent communication to the contents of the storeroom of a fire 
occurring outside it. and to withstand the pressure of gases generated by 
decomposing celluloid. To achieve that object the structure should be of 
such a grade of fire resistance that it will withstand, without collapse, the 
effects of a fire during which the contents are completely consumed. Funher­
more it should ensure that transmission of heat through the structure does 
not result in a dangerous rise of temperature on the surfaces remote from the 
fire and thus prejudice tbe contents of adjoining storerooms. There should 
be no openings in a storeroom other tban those approved for the doorway. 
the gas relief space, and ventilation. Subject to any specific recommendations 
made in this report. the materials and construction of walls. floors and roofs 
should confonn with current structural standards and codes of practice. 
(Relevant codes are mentioned in Appendix IV.) 
57. The temperature rise criterion on which the standard of basic con­
struction recommended in paragraph 58 is based is not applicable to raw 
celluloid. but. baving regard to the contents of Appendix HI, wc are of 
opinion that. except in circumstances where the transmission of heat through 
the structure is not imponant, the basic construction of raw celluloid store­
rooms should be of not less than 4t inches solid brickwork or 4 inches of 
concrete or other material of equivalent fire resistance and that " fire resisting 
materials " should be defined accordingly. 
58. The standards we recommend for the walls, ceilings and {foors of film 
and scrap celluloid storerooms arc as follows : -
(1)  The basic construction must be such as to withstand a pressure of 
not less than I lb. per square inch. and in any case be of not less than 
8t inches solid brickwork or 6 inches of reinforced concrete or other 
material of equivalent strength and fire resistance. subject to any more 
stringent requirements nece..ssary for normal structural reasons. 
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(2) It  is Importam that the structure should not permit penetration 
of hot gases generated during a lire. 
(3) Tn circum�tances where transmission of heat through the structure 
IS nOl Important. the structure forming the external walls and roof of 
the storerOOm may be nOl less than 4 inches of reinforced concrete. 
(4) \Vhere a structural !framework of steel or reinforced concrete 
forms pan of the structure of the slOrage It �hould be of a standard of 
fire resistance not less than that of the structure it supports. and struc. 
tural steelwork �hould be protected in accordance with the structural 
standards and codes of practice (see Appendix IV). 
The practical considerations which affect the requIred Mandard of con· 
struction from the nonnal fire protection standpolOl only are given 10 
Appendix 1 1 1 .  Additional precautions are neces�ar) to prevent damage to 
the structure by explosion and consideration is  given to these in paragraphs 
67 to 70. 
59. Doors and door !asrenillgs preSCIll special difficulties. especially as a 
door will not necessarily be closed at the moment a fire breaks out Door:t 
should be selr-c1oslng. should open outwards (see paragraph 6 1 )  and be or 
adequate fire re�iMance. They �hould. together with their mountlllgs and 
fastenlllgs be of sufficient strength to withstand the pressure of the gases 
given ofT b) the decomposing celluloid until the gas relief space (see para­
graphs 67 to 70) operates. The) should not readily transmit heaL 
60. We are informed that it  is doubtful whether there exists at the moment 
a specification for a door \\bich \\ould meet tbe abO\e requirements as to 
fire resistance. Doors of solid oak or teak at least two inches In thickness. 
are defined as fire re�isting doors under the Regulations of 1928 and 1 939. 
Tbi� basic standard may be supplemented by metal sheathing to increase the 
general standard of flre resistance of the door. 
6 1 .  Door openings should be no larger than is necessary. having regard to 
loading facilities. e.g .. to enable trolleys to enter the storeroom. In no case 
should a doorway be so large tbat it unduly weaken.., the structure or reduces 
the fire resistance of the storeroom. Where a Wide door is essential it may 
not be practicable to use a hinged. seJf·c1osing door which opens outwards. 
In such circum�tances there may be a case for the use of a self-closing �liding 
door. Where, however. a sliding door is used, the door should !>lide on the 
outside of the storeroom wall and be so arranged that when closed it  is 
properly secured at the bottom and sides so as to with:ttand tbe pre�s\..Lre of 
gases until the ga.., relief space operates. Special attention should be given 
to means of escape from the storeroom, e.g .. by way of a hinged ponion 
opening outwards in the sliding door. or otherwise. A fusible link should 
not be used 111 connection with a self·c1osing door. 
62. The frames of the doors should be adequately secured to the main 
fabric of the structure and special regard should be had to the strength of 
hinges and locks and the method of fixing them. All hinged doors should 
open outwards in the direction of tbe exit, although in making this recom· 
mendatlon we are havlIlg regard not lO the storage conditions but to the 
safely of any persons who may be in the storeroom. Hinged doors should 
close into ample rebates to restrict as far as possible the passage of flames 
and ga:te.l.. Whatever the latching or locking arrangement. it should in all 
casc� be possible to open the door easily from the inSide without using a key 
or other remo\able implement. 
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63. I t  is nccessar) that any corridor into which the door of a storeroom 
opens should be of the same standard of construction a� the storeroom itself 
i n  aU respects. Where storerooms are sited on bOlh sides of a corridor 
(which we deprecate) the doors opening into the corridor should be so 
arranged tbat no two doors are directly facing one anOlher. Furthermore. 
any corridor into \\.hich storeroom doors open should be of �ufficient width 
to provide adequate means of cM:ape in case of fire (having regard to any 
possible obstruction. c.g .. trolleys or other equipment necessary In the day-to­
day operation of loading and unloading slores), and should possess not fewer 
than two exits suitably positioned. 
Containers. Rac/"ing, elc., ill Storerooms 
64. Except in so far as the 1928 Regulations and the London Act of 1 9 1 5  
require that each reel of cinematograph film. whether in a storeroom or not. 
shall, if not exposed for purposes of work, be kept in a separate box. properly 
closed and con�lructcd of metal or some other approved material. the existing 
codes of requirements do not deal with the containers in which celluloid or 
film shall be cad-cd when in storerooms. I t  is therefore permissible to 
pack scrap filni loosely into 3 storeroom. or to keep it in sacks, which may. 
under certain circumstances. promote ignition. We consider therefore that� 
in future. it should be laid down that all film or scrap or waste celluloid 
should be kept in storerooms and in properly closed containers of metal or 
other approved material. 
65. Storeroom fittmgs (apart from eleclncal fittings) are mentioned only 
in tbe London Act of ]915  and tbe Act of 1922. whkb require them to be. so 
·[ar as is practicable, of non-inflammable or fire reSisting construction. 
We have found that racking is employed in storerooms of most kinds and 
we consider that this racking should in all cases be of such a type that 
it will not readily conduct fire. \Ve do not consider. after hearing our 
witnesses. that it is necessary to prescribe tbe method of stacking the 
containers. 
Vell/i/olion and Gas Relief 
66. Venrilarioll.-AII the existing codes of reqUirements relating to the 
storage of celluloid and cinematograph film. with the exception of the 
Celluloid Regulations, 1921. require storerooms to be adequately ventiliated. 
The ventilating arrangements can best be associated with gas relief 
space. They must be subject to certain restrictions, having regard to the 
possibility that. in the event of decomposition of the celluloid in the store­
rooms, toxic and explosive gases wiJl be released and. if fire occurs, flames 
will be transmitted through ventilation openings as well as through the 
gas relief space. if there is separate provision. The most direct outlet to the 
open air should be provided. and care should be taken that any flame i�suing 
does not endanger other buildings. Where ventilation is by means of trunking 
the latter should 'be of the same strength as the main fabric. and. if 
necessary. be plastered to prevent the penetration of gases through the fabric. 
Gas Relief Space 
. 67. When celluloid is decomposed by means of heat a large volume of gas IS evolved (see Appendix V). The quantity and nalUre of the ga�cs evolved 
depen� upon the condition.s under which decomposition occurs. The gases 
ar� pOIsonous and when mIxed with air Ihey are liable to form an explosive 
mixture. We understand that one pound of celluloid when decomposed by 
means of heat will yield approximately eight cubic feet of gas. which will 
form an explosive mixture with any quantity of air within the limits of 1 2  
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to 72 cubic feet and that when the mixture of the gas and air is  fired. the 
,pressure produced may be of the order of 120 lbs. per square inch. It 
is impracticable to construct a storeroom to \\ ithstand such a pressure, and 
it is therefore an essential that every storeroom should be provided with 
gas relief space sufficient LO prevent the pressure built up within the store· 
room exceedmg that which the building can withstand. l]amely. I lb. per 
square inch. 
68. The late Profes or Wheeler carried OUt experiments at Bunon in order 
to determine the amount of gas relief space required to pre\'ent the pressure 
generated rising above I lb. per square inch, and. as a result of his investiga­
tions, he found that the minimum space required was 61 square inches for 
every cubic foot of storage space. 
69. Having had regard to the provisions regarding gas relief space con­
tained in the Regulations of 1928 and 1939. and in paragraph 175 of th� 
American Standards.· all of which differ, and to the findings of Professor 
Wheeler, we have come la the conclusion that the last mentioned standard 
(\\ hich is authoritative. based on experimental data, and specifies the greatest 
area for the relief of pressure) should be adopted for all film and scrap 
storerooms. Gas relief space to this standard would work out at 1 .456 
square inches in a store measuring 4 feet by 7 feet by 8 feet high or i n  
other words. approximately 3 3  inches by 44 inches. This ratio of 6} square 
inches for every cubic foot of storage space is. it  must be stressed. a mini­
mum figure. and where provision is made for the gases evolved during 
decomposition to be conveyed to the open air by means of trunking. which 
we deprecate. the area of the gas relief space and the cross·section of the 
trunkings must be increased so as not to impede the flow of the gases in 
the trunking. 
We do nOl regard the provision of gas relief space as essential in store­
rooms for raw celluloid. provided that the roofs of such storerooms are of 
extremely light construction. 
70. Gas relief space should nOI be so arranged as to weaken the storeroom 
structure. Moreover. unless the gas relief space is permanently open to 
the outside air it is essential that the protective covering should give way 
on rise of pressure before any structural element of the storeroom fails. 
The character and bursting resistance of the protective covering. its means 
of fixing and the area of individual elements making up the aggregate area 
of the gas relief space should be very carefully controlled. Any cover 
to the gas relief opening which may be necessary. e.g., for protection against 
the weather or the entry of burning material. should therefore be su<::h that 
only negligible resistance is offered to the egress of gases. e.g .. a single 
sheet of 1 / 1 2 inch sheet glass. lightly fixed in position. or merely laid 
on if the opening lies in a horizontal plane. [f any hinged frame is employed 
careful maintenance is essential to ensure that the hinges al all time operate 
with complete freedom. The gas relief space must be carefully positioned. 
It should preferably be in the roof. but in any event should be protected 
against the direct entry of the sun's rays. e.g .. by shading. etc. The eudet 
should be so placed that any burst of flame from it would not involve 
any other storeroom or other building within the flame radius. Where 
necessary baffle walls. of the same standard of fire resisting construction 
as the fabric of the store, should be erected to direct name away from any 
such other building. Finally. it is very desirable that some form of guard. 
e.g., expanded metal, offering negligible resistance to the passage of gases . 
• The Standard .. of the National Board of Fire Underwriters for Nltro-Cellulose Motion 
Picture Film. N.D.F.U. Pamphlet No. 40, 1949. 
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should be filled across tbe actual outlet provided by the gas rehef space, 
i n  such a manner as to prevent tbe ejection of burnmg material (and to 
afford any necessary protection to any covering provided), but so as not 
to interfere \\ ith the operation of tbe gas relief space. 
Heali"g 
7 1 .  To safeguard against deterioration of cinematograph film it may be 
necessary to maintain the storeroom at an equable temperature. Trade 
\vitnesses gave 50° to 60 Fabrenbcll as a deSirable temperature. IL may 
not always be pOSSible to make use of beating from outside the storeroom 
(heating inside tbe storeroom is forbidden by Regulation 5 of Part III of 
tbe First Sebedule to the Act of 1922. but not by tbe Factory Regulations) 
and in such circumstances wc are satisfied that storerooms may be heated 
from within. provided, however, that the heat is effectively regulated and that 
tbe actual heating clement is so guarded or enclosed as to prevent ignition 
or decomposition of cinematograph film. In  tbis connection we would draw 
attention to the requirements of Regulation 14 (vii) of the 1939 Regulations, 
which \\e consider to be satisfactory. This Regulation reads of follows : -
.• Resistances. jncludjng the beating elements of electric beater:, and 
radiators, shall be so guarded or enclosed as to prevent ignition or 
decomposition of cinematograph film. The top of the enclosure or 
guard shall be sloped at an angle of not less than 45 °." 
lighting 
72. We consider that the lighting fittings in all storerooms should be of 
the protected type in which the lamp is totally enclosed. We understand 
that this type of fitting is already in general use. As far as electrical require. 
ments generally are concerned we arc of opinion that the provisions of 
Regulation 12  of tbe 1928 Regulations and Regulation 14  of tbe 1939 
Regulations are adequate and should apply to all storerooms, and to manipu­
lation rooms, subject to the exclusion from storerooms of all electrical 
apparatus other than that which is essential to be in the room for the 
purpose of lighting or heating it. The switches and any otber non.essential 
equipment should be outside the storeroom. 
Means of Escape 
73. There are various provIsions which directly or indirectly provide for 
control over the means of escape, e.g., the certifying of means of escape 
by the local authority under the Factories Acts : the provisions in the Act 
of 1922 Section I ( I )  (b) and (d) ; tbe powers under Section 60 of the Public 
Health Act, 1936. We are proposing (see paragraph 85D) thal Section 
1 ( I )  (d) of tbe Act of 1922 should be amended to secure tbat means of 
escape from property in the vicinity of celluloid storerooms should not be 
enda�ge�ed. If our proposal is accepted it will be necessary to make sure 
that Its Implementation is not inconsistent with other statutory provisions 
on means of escape, and in panicular that the measures available for London. 
under the local Act of 1 9 1 5. are fully maintained, having regard to the 
special risk in London. 
Means of Extinguishing Fire 
74 . .  A I!laj.or point to be considered is the provision 
of adequate means 
of �xtmgUishlng fire. We are of the opinion that the most effective apparatus 
which can be employed to control a celluloid fire or to prevent the ignition 
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of celluloid when the temperature of the storage accommodation is rising 
dangerou�ly is an automatic water sprinkler system. arranged also for band 
operatlon. Most trade representatives thought spnnkler� were effective. but 
!>Omc thought that fire in loose film, when stored in bulk. spreads far too 
rapidly for it to be extinguished by any normal sprinkler system. The 
proposal to keep this material in fire resisting containers (paragraph 64) 
will reduce the ri�k of film. even unreeled film. being consumed immedIately. 
Wc feel. therefore. that a sprink1er system is ad\'i�able in all cases to prev�nt 
spread of fire. \Ve have had regard to other methods of controlling fires 
involving celluloid. and under:.tand that the use of an inert gas such as 
'C02 In conjunction with a water spray sj�tem is another method of fire 
extinguishment. but wc have had no evidence on wblch we can at the 
momem advocate a system of this kind for general use. \Ve recommend 
that the provision of an efficient automatic water sprinkling system should 
be made obligatory in all storerooms used for the storage o[ celluloid and 
cinematograph film excepting where, in the opinion of the appropriate 
authority. the provi�ion is unnecessary for the protection of persons cmplo)ed 
or of surrounding property. and further that the operation of the sprinkler 
system should sImultaneously operate a warning distinctly audIble both 
inside and outside the premises. Failure in this respect was in part respon· 
sible for tbe deaths arising out of the Richmond fire. There should be 
weekly testing of the system to ensure proper functioning. 
75. As far as cinematograph film storerooms are concerned. we have 
considercd tbe sprinkler provision advocated by Matber and Plait Ltd. ; 
as a result of tests which they carried out In 1932.· 1 1  must, however. be 
realised that the provision of sprinklers advocated by them is on a very 
extensive scale. with the object of saving the contents of the storeroom 
and confining fire and decomposition of film to the single tin in which i t  
began. We do not feel justified i n  suggestlO£ that such a provision i s  
essential to prevcnt the spread of fire from a storeroom. We recommend 
a provision of sprinklers adequate to arrest and suppre�s name and to cool 
the contents of the storeroom. Thus we recommend the provision of three 
sprin!... ler heads in each normal storeroom for one ton of film (viz .. 7 feel 
by 4 feet by 8 feet higb). two sited so ,hat they will play directly over the 
tins of film and over the adjoining walls. and the thIrd arranged as a 
drenchcr over the door. Where abnormal risks exist III a particular 
neighbourhood it may be necessary to provide sprinkler heads in eJtce<.;s of 
the above recommcndations. 
76. For celluloid storerooms other than those to which paragraph 75 
applie!i. y,e consider that the sprinkler provision should be not less than 
one head for e .... ery 64 square feet of floor area or pan thereof. the heads 
being not more than 8 feet apart and sufficient in number to ensure that 
no portion of a wall in the same horizontal plane as the sprinkler heads 
is more than 6 feet from a head. the heads being arranged to ensure that 
water \\ III 'ipra) over all the celluloid stored 10 the room. 
77. We ha\'c also had regard 10 the allied necessity of adequate water 
supplies:. and are of opinion that each sprinkler installation should be con­
nected to a primary and. where\<'er practicable. to a secondary source of 
water �upply. excepting where. in  the opinion of the appropriate authority. 
this provision is unnecessary for the protection of pcn.on� employed or of 
surrounding property . 
. .. Sugg<!Mcd FIre I'rotcclion of Motion Picture Film Stored in Vaults " Mather and Platt 
Ltd,. I)arli. Works, Manchc:,lcr, 
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M ;scellalleous provisions 
78. It is  de�irable that all storerooms should carry prominently posted 
warning notIces externally displayed. and bearing tbe following informa­
lion : 
(a) the amount and kind of the material (viz. raw celluloid, manu­
factured articles, cinematograph, etc., film or scrap celluloid) allowed 
[Q be kept in the storeroom, and that the storeroom is exclusively 
restricted thereto : 
(b) that there is a prohibition of smoking and of any activity which 
would lead to fire in or in the vicinity of the storeroom. 
79. A point on which we would wish to lay great stress is that care, 
maintenance, staff training, supervision and enforcement, which may be 
called .. good hOllsekeeping ,. is  of the utmost importance in the safekeeping 
of materials such as celluloid. with their high risk. The fact that initial 
compliance with a rigorous standa.rd of safety conditions is secured is not 
enough. Unless continuous attention is given to standards of this kind. 
there will be a progressive reduction in the degree of security originally 
provided, arising from such things as defective sprinklers, warped doors. 
obstructed or ineffective gas relief spaces and. not least, from person]1 care­
lessness. ,It is thererore incumbent upon the owners of storerooms to ensure 
that regular inspections of storage accommodation and tests of equipment 
are made and that strict attention is  given to the observance of safety rules 
for the purposes of avoiding the dangers attendant upon disrepair or 
slackness. 
Maflipu/arioll Rooms 
80. As was mentioned earlier in tbis Report we have felt it relevant to 
pay some regard to activities carried on in rooms so situated that fires in 
these rooms might spread to storage accommodation. These rooms are 
those in which cinematograph film or scrap or waste celluloid is handled. e.g . .  
workrooms, projection rooms. and examming, sorting. packing and despatch 
rooms. We class them together as manipulation rooms. 
81 .  All the existing codes contain certain provisions to regulate safety 
standards in these rooms. as by restricting the amount of exposed materi.l1 
to the smallest practicable limits, avoiding the accumulation of waste. and 
requiring measures to prevent fire and to provide adequate means of escape, 
and the later codes impose improved standards which should be made uniform. 
Certain provisions seem to us to require to be strengthened even in the most 
up-to-date codes. 
82. "'!e agree with the principle underlying the existing requirements that 
at no time should there be. in rooms of this description. a greater quantity 
of celluloid or film than is absolutely essential for the operation which is  
being carried on, and we think that it would be desirable if this maximum 
quantity were to be definitely specified in respect of individual premises 
by the administering authority. There are existing standards of construction 
for such rooms which we consider should not be lowered : the rooms should 
be fitted wit.h sprinklers ( a  requiremeOl not at present imposed), and arrange­
ments for lighting and healing should be of a type not likely to ignite or 
decompose celluloid or film. Fittings should be of fire resisting material. 
and there must clearly be a retention of the present restriction upon the 
introduction of smoking materials and other inflammable materials into these 
roo�s. With regard to rooms which are used for the examination and repair 
of cmematograph film we were concerned to find that there is no limitation 
on the amount of inflammable solvent kept by the workers for repair 
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operations. We recommend that each operator engaged on repair work should 
be supplied with not more than <?ne 2 oz. bottle of solvent at a time, and 
that stocks of solvents should be kept outside such rooms. The trade 
witnesses who were consulted on this point have confirmed that such a require. 
ment would be practicable. 
83. One further point which we consider is es ential to make is tbat tbe 
need for good housekeeping, to which reference was made jn paragrapb 79. 
is particularly important in rooms where celluloid of any description is 
exposed and subject to continuous handling. 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
84. Our enquiries have confirmed that celluloid in all its forms is highly 
inflammable and that the greatest dangers are presented by scrap celluloid, 
cinematograph and other film and by celluloid in the form of strips or sheets 
which approximate in thickness to cinematograph film. This high inflam­
mability i� the reason for the existing statutory controls over the storage of 
celluloid. but the continued occurrence of serious fires in the more readily 
ignitable types of celluloid, often accompanied by explosion, has convinced us 
that in certain respects higher standards of precaution arc necessary. 
Reliable evidence as 10 the actual causes of the fires which have occurred 
is almost entirely lacking and in considering the nature of the further pre­
cautions we ha ... e. therefore, necessarily directed attention to the means of 
preventing the spread o[ fire and the occurrence of explosion once fire has 
broken oul. Further. as we ha\c pointed out. the existing controls are 
applied through the medium of no less tban two general and three local Acts 
of Parliament and thr-ee sets of regulations, enacted or made at various dates 
between 1 915 and 1939 and this circumstance has given rise to a number of 
anomali� 
Our conclusions may be summarised as follows ; -
(i) All celluloid �torage should be subject to common standards. whether 
storage is in factory or non-factory pr;::misc . The requirements contained 
in the various codes of factory regulations and in the Schedule to the 
Cellulo'd and Cinematograph Film Act should accordingly be amended 
to conform to these common standards, and the standards in the local 
Acts should be superseded by standards of general application. 
(ii) All celluloid and cinematograph film. in excess of the prescribed 
minimum quantities, should be controlled with the exception of manufac­
tured celluloid goods in sbops (paragraphs 6, 46 and 51). This will entail 
furthcr control of photographic film (paragraph 2 1 ). The standards should. 
however, vary in relation to the l) pe of celluloid stored (paragraph 19), 
and for storage purposes we have divided celluloid into four categories : raw 
celluloid. manufactured celluloid goods. cinematograph and photographic 
(including X-ray) film. and scrap or wa�te celluloid (paragraphs 6 and 46)_ 
The adminis.trative authority should bave some di!lCretlOn to relax require­
ments in exceptional circumstances (paragraphs 9 and 46). ConSideration 
should be gi\en to a change in the local authorities empowered to 
administer th� Act of 1922 (paragraph 16). Consultation bet\1,.'ccn H.M. 
Inspectors of Factories and local authority inspector� �hould be main­
tained (paragraph 54). 
(id) All storerooms should be so sited as not to endanger persons and 
property in the vic:nity (paragraph 49). and those [or film and scrap 
should be in single-storey buildings or in a lop-storey position (paragraph 
50). Adequate mean� of escape are essential (paragraph 73). All store-
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rooms should be of adequate fire-resisting construction (paragrapbs 
57-62), as should adjoining corridors (paragraph 63), and, unless th� 
administering authority decides othewise be fitted with sprinklers (para­
graph 74), They should be as small as practicable (paragraph 53), have 
non-inflammable fittings (paragraph 65), and bear warning notices (para­
graph 78). Heating and lighting must be controlled (paragraphs 71 and 
72). 
(iv) Not more tban I ton of film or celluloid scrap should be kept in 
one storeroom (paragraphs 46 and 52), but it is nOl necessary to restrict 
Iraw celluloid and manufactured ceUuloid goods to thjs extent (para­
graph 46), There should be prov.ision of adequate gas relief space and 
ventilation in all film and scrap storerooms (paragraphs 66 to 70). All 
film scrap in SlOrerooms must be kept in proper containers (paragrapb 64). 
(v) lManjpulation rooms must be of adequate fire-resisting construction 
and protected against the risk of fire (paragraph 82). 
(vi) Good housekeeping is important (paragraphs 79 and 83). 
(vii) We intend that there shall be no relaxation of existing stalUtory 
provisions which are not specifically dealt with in our Report (para­
graph 45). 
85. We consider that the following major changes in the existing legislation 
will be necessary to give effect 10 our recommendations. 
A. Amendment of Regulations jn the First Schedule to 1922 Act and of 
Regulations made under the Factories Acts in accordance witb recom­
mendations in paragraphs 55 to 79 as respects basic construction. doors, 
corridors, gas relief spaces and outlets, ventilation, beating and lighting 
for film and scrap storerooms. sprinklers, smoking warning notices. 
quantities stored, and manipulation rooms, inspections. and tests. 
B. Retention of H.M. Chief Inspector of Factories' power to exempt 
from all or any of the provisions of ihe regulations if he is satisfied that 
in any particular circumstances they are not necessary for the protection 
of the persons employed, or, in the case of existing premjses are nOl 
reasonably practicable, the Chief Inspector also baving power to attach 
conditions to a certificate of exemption and to revoke it at bis discretion. 
C. Amendment of Section I ( I )  (f) of 1922 Ad to onnfer similar powers 
of exemption on local authorities. as respects non-factory premises. 
D. Amendment of Section I (I) (d) of 1922 Act so that it applies in the 
case of any' building (e.g. substitute " other " for " adjoining "). 
E. Amendment of Section I (I)  (e) of 1922 Act as follows : -
S. I (I). No premises shall be used for any purpose to which this 
Act applies-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(e) UnJess the premises are so situated and constructed that a 
fire occurring therein is not likely to spread to other parts of any 
building of which the premises form pan or to endanger persons 
or property in the vicinity. 
F. Revocation of Section 1 1  (2) of the 1922 Act and amendment of 
Section 1 1  (3) of that Act so as to apply it  to London and Glasgow 
as well as to Liverpool. subject to the retention. for London, of any 




G. Amendment of the definitions in Section 9 of the 1922 Act which 
relate to .. raw cenuloid n, •• cinematograph film " and possibl) " local 
authority " t  and amendment of the Regulations made under the Factones 
Acts \\Ith regard to the classes of materials to which 5tucb Regulations 
should apply. 
ImrodllCI;on of Ne\\' Standards 
86. There are various considerations eitber of general application or par· 
ticular to our problem which bave a bcanng on tbe introducuon of our 
recommendations at present lime. There is the fact that the standards of 
structure advocated in this report are not to be found in the majority of 
existing 5ttorerooms. and tbat some storerooms may not be suitable for adapta· 
tion. e.g .. where space is limited or existing walls are of unsuitable material, 
conversion to our suggested standards may present considerable difficulties. 
FunhcmlOre. our requirements as to siting may preclude tbe further use 
of some premises which arc at present used as storerooms. Apart, therefore. 
from some repercussions upon supplies of material and the available labour 
force. the implementation of our recommendations. by reason of its effect 
upon existing accommodation. may well result in SOme dislocation within 
the celluloid and cinematograph film industrie . 
A further point arises from tbe likelihood that nltro·cellulosc film ma) 
eventually be superseded by firms on a cellulose tri·acetate or other slow· 
burning base, but it cannot yet be foretold how soon or to what extent this 
may occur. It may be. bowever. that some of the premises \\ bich are now 
used for the storage of nitro·cellulose film will. in a few years' time, be 
storing slow·burning film only. 
87. In tbe circumstances we feel that although. in the interests of safety. 
no less effective standards tban tbose we have recommended are acceptable 
for new buildings. it may, in tbe light of current difficulties. be impracticable 
to give immediate effect to tbem in existing buildings, and wc suggest that 
any new requirements sball apply as soon as it is reasonably practicable 
to carry out tbe ne�essary additions or alterations. and in any event shall 
become fully effective at tbe expiration of a period of three years from the 
coming into operation of such requirements. 
88. We wish to record our thanks to our Secretary, Mr. Rudd. In the 
conduct of our enquiry and in the preparation of our report he has given 
us the greatest and most cordial assistance. 
G. T. RUDD (Secretary). 
Home Office. 
30th January. 1 950. 
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The British Plastics Federation 
The British Film Producers' Association 
Kinematograph Renters' Society 
The Plastics Institute 
Film Strippers' Association Ltd. 
BritIsh Employers' ConfederatIon 
Mr. Cole R. H. Cole and Co. Ltd. 
B. Premises visited by the Committee 
A celluloid manufacturer. 
A film manufacturer. 
A film processing laboratory. 
A film cutting establishment. 
Two film distributing firms. 
A film stripping factory and rented film storerooms. 
A hospital (storage of X-ray films). 
C. Areas in which enquiries were made 
The Comntittee instituted investigations and received repons from His Majesty's 
Inspectors of Factories and local authority officers on cellulOid storage in (he following 
areas: Manchester, Sheffield (since celluloid is used in the cutlery trade), Leicester 
(as celluloid is also used in the boot and shoe industry) Birmingham. Cardiff. Bristol. 
Elstree, and in Islington and Westminster in the Lond�n County Council Area. 
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APPENDIX J I  
Table of safely distances (sec paragraph 48) 
The data given below are based on experiments with Category Y explosives (which 
have substunlially similar fire risks to celluloid), carried out by the ExploSI\c Storage 
and Transport C�mmitlce . (� comnuttee �onstitutcd by the Minister of Supply to consider, mler alia, the sltLng, COnstruction and maintenance of storerooms for 
explosives). 
ALL DISTANCES ARc IN FE FT 
Nclt Quantity Safety Netl Quantity Safety 
Lbs. Distance Lbs. Dist;1nce 
100 30 50,000 129 
200 30 60,000 139 
400 30 80,000 1 59 
600 30 100,000 1 74 
800 35 1 50 000 208 
1 ,000 40 200,000 236 
2,000 46 250,000 260 
3,000 50 300,000 283 
4.000 54 350,000 304 
5,000 57 400,000 322 
6,000 60 450,000 339 
8,000 64 500,000 354 
10,000 69 550,000 366 
15,000 79 600,000 382 
20,000 88 800,000 435 
30,000 103 1,000,000 480 
40,000 1 1 8  
APPENDIX J I [  
STRUCTURE: MAJN FABRJC FIRE RESISTA CE STANDARDS 
The following statement deals with the standards of construction of ccUuloid 
storage chambers from a fire protective standpoint only. The conclusions are b'1Sed 
essentially on an assumed basis of e"posure of onc hour. They do oot take into 
account the effects of explosion and any additional requirements in that con:1ectioo 
should be superimposed 00 them. The sitiog of the chamber is considered ooJy 
in so far as it  affects fire resistance standards. Doors have not been discussed. 
A standard of construction to comply with the requirements set out in paragraph 56 
is described in Part I of the Report of the Fire Grading of Buildings CommIttee as 
.. fully protected construction ,. and the grades of fire resistance are determined by 
reference to the fire load of the compartment. The relation is. ho",c\ er, based essentially 
on the characteristics of fires in materials such as paper, timber and fabrics. and it  is 
indicated that further consideration is necessary to aSsess reqUirements for fires of 
appreciably different characteristics. 
Fires in celluloid are a ca<:;c in point The temperature attained in a celluloid fire 
is usually higher than that in other m.lIcrials and higher than the ma�mum attained 
in the British Standard fire resistance test by means of which the grades offire resistance 
are determjned. On the other hand, for equal fire loads the durallon of a celluloid 
fire would, owing to the high rate of buming, be considerably less than that of a fire 
in more normal materials. It is therefore necessary 10 consider what effect tbese 
different condItions will have on the structure. 
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Furtnermore, in respect of transmjssion of heat through the structure, grades of 
fire resistance as determined by the British Standard test· are based on a temperature 
rise criterion of 1390 C. (250 F,). On account of the low ignition temperature of 
celluloid and the risk of exothemuc decomposition, that temperature rise could not 
be tolerated on the surface of a wall or floor adjacent to the ceUuloic.t stored. 
It is therefore necessary to determine fire resistance requirement') for celluloid 
storage on a much modified basis. In the absence of satisfactory experimental data 
it has been necessary to rely largely on experience in deaLtng with both factors, thougb 
in the case of the latter some guidance has been forthcoming from eXlstmg test data 
and rough calculations. 
Effect of Celluloid Fires on Struclllres. Experience of celluloid fires indicates that 
their effects on the structure are not more severe than fires in heavily loaded warehouses 
containing other materials. There are several possible reasons for Ihis. First, as 
already noted, the duration of celluloid fires is relatively shorl and this may be 
sufficient to counterbalance the higher temperature. The very high temperature 
often melts the surface of brickwork but this effect is confined to a smaU depth from 
the exposed su rface. A second factor is that the combustion of the products of 
decomposition may not be complete within the chamber owing to deficiency of 
oxygen and consequently the effective fire load is much less than the fire load 
circulated on the full calorific value. Thus, while the calorific value of celluloid 
burnt in ample supply of air is of the order of 8,000 B.Th. U./lb., it may fall, for example, 
to about i of this value or even lower when combustion occurs in restricted air 
supply. Whilst it is not possible to estimate quantitatively what may occur in a store, 
there is evidence to show that mucb of the combustion occurs outside where the 
gases become mixed with excess air. This means that the standard store containing 
J ton of celluloid spread over 28 square feet would have a gross fire load of about 
600,000 B.Th.U.jsquare feet which would be reduced to about 80,000 B.TH.U.fsquare 
feet on the basis of the low value quoted above. 
For the maximum fire load a fire resistance of at least 6 hours would be needed 
if the relation between fire load and fire resistance given in the Fire Grading Report 
held good, but on account of the shorter duration the relation cannot be accepted, 
despite the fact that higher temperatures persist which will counter in part the effect 
of the shorler duration. Moreover, it is implicit in the relation that the temperature 
rise criterion is 1390 C, but as celluloid starts to decompose at much lower 
temperatures, it is necessary to adopt a lower figure. 
Temperature Rise Criterion. We have reached the conclusion that in order to 
restrict spread of fire due to heat transmission through the structure separating two 
storerooms, a fire in one storeroom should not cause a temperature rise of more than 
700 C. on the unexposed surfacef of the separating structure. I n considering what 
thickness of various types of waU would be needed 10 enSure that this value is not 
exceeded, it is useful to note the temperature rises on the unexposed surface of walls 
when the other surface is heated in accordance with the standard time·tempcrature 
curve of B.S. 476. On the assumption that the initial temperature is I SO C, the 
temperature rises on unexposed surfaces of various waUs after t hour. I hour and 
2 hours heating are given in Table I. 
If the maximum temperature of a celluloid fire rises to, say, 1 ,40010' C, the 
corresponding temperature rises on the unexposed surface may be assumed to be 
SO per cem.: greater than the values in Table I. It is evident then, that af/er I hour's 
exposure only 8t in. of brickwork or 6 in. of concrete would limit the temperature 
rise to less than 700 c., whilst after 2 hours' exposure neither 8t io. of brickwork 
nor 8 in. of concrete would be adequate for this purpose. The temperature rise 
factor is clearly the major consideration and a satisfactory solution depends entirely 
on the duration of exposure that is likely to occur. There are no experimental data 
to which we can refer but experience suggests that it is unlikely that the maximum 
• British Standard Definitions (No. 476, 1932) for Fire Resistance, etc. of lluilding Materials 
and Structures. 
t Tbe unexpo'ied surface is the surface opposite to the surface exposed to the fire. 
t This is, of course, an approximation as it is based on the fire tempcruture aod not tbe 
eltposed surface temperature. 
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temperature in a cellulOid fire \\ill persist for more than I hour and that it may be 
even less than t hour. If the requirements arc based on a duration of I hour. 81 in. 
brickwork or 6 in. concrete structures or thelr equivalent will be needed. It may 
be noted that the American National Board of Fire nderwriters requirements for film 
vaults accord \\lth the conclusion based on I hour exposure. but it may be that other 
factors have influenced this decision. The above discussion relates primarily to 
those circumstances in which .lre in one of a group of storerooms endangers celluloid 
in an adjoining storeroom. 
TABLE I 
Temperalllre Ri.fes on Unexposed Surfaces a(ler 8.S. Healing 
Material and Thickness 
of Wall 
Brickwork Si in. 
(Clay) 4t m. 
Concrete 8 Ill. 
I : 2 : 4 6 in. 
4 in. 
Clinker Concrete 3 in. block with t in. 1 
Blocks plaster each Side . 
Temperature Rise abO\ e 1 5  C. on 
Unexposed Surface in 0 C. after 
t hour I bour 2 hours 
(Ma;\.. Temp.· (Max. Temp.· (Max. Temp.· 
843 C,) 927 C,) IOW C,) 
5 1 5  8 5  
35 85 185 
1 0  3 5  75 
1 5  42 85 
35 75 125 
65 75 85 
• Oil exposed surfacc. 
It is necessary also to consider the fue resistance requjrements of waUs and floor 
separating the celluloid storage from other parts ofa building. Two sets of conditions 
have to be considered : first, the reqULrements for rrunmlJsing the risk of fire spreadmg 
from the buildlllg IntO thesloreand. second, the risk of spread in the opposite direction. 
The need for adopting the lower temperature rise criterion in the former case wiU be 
apparent and this Will therefore be the determmlllg factor. The required grade 
should be related to the expected fire severity in the building. i.e. whether office. 
factory. etc. in accordance with the principles laid down in Part I of the Fire Gradmg 
Report : but these standards again ha\c 10 be modified to take account of the reduced 
temperature flse. It '.ieems. again, that nothing less than the 8t in. brickwork or 
6 Ln. of concrete would be adequate, though for Jjght fire exposure equivalent to I hour 
exposure in the standard test the Ihinner walls referred to in Table I might be taken 
as satisfactory. On the other hand for exposures equivalent 10 4 hours. i.e. In ware­
houses where the fire load might be as high as 400.000 B.Th.U.Jsqunre fOOl, still 
higher protection than 8+ in. brickwork may be needed. 
In general. however, and to simplify the position as far as possible we would suggest 
Ihal, solely from the fire protection standpoint. the 8! in. brickwork or not le'\s than 
6 in. of reinforced concrete or their equivalent should be adopted as the standard 
enclosure for celluloid storerooms. 
As this approaches construction which attains 4-hour fire resistance the require­
ments might be e'pressed in terms of that Grade but until further data are available 
on the effect of the lower temperature rise criterion it would seem desirable to hmJt 
the types of construction to those "hleh are comparable in character, e.g. to concrete 
blocks or other solid construction. It is important that the structure should not 
permil penetration of hot gases generated during a fire. When doubt arises the 
walls should be plastered. 
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Si:.e oJ Store. For fires in normal materials the grade of fire resistance of the 
structural element .. of a buildmg (required for fully protected construction) can be 
assumed to be independent of the size of the building. There are no data on this 
point in relation to celluloid fire .. , aod it has been assumed that the conditions apply 
to the small film store and accordingly it is not possible to say whether higher grades 
arc desirable in stores considerably larger than the standard storerooms. Unless 
evidence becomes available which suggeSts the need for higher standards it is proposed 
that the staodard construction should be adequate from the fire resistance aspect 
for dll siles of storerooms. 
Since the thickness of the enclosing structure has in this Appendix been determined 
primarily by the temperature rise criterion it follows that in circumstances where 
this is not a factor the thickness might be reduced. Accordingly, roofs or external 
walls of storerooms situated in the top storey of a building or erected on the roof 
of a building or as isolated structures on the ground may be of 4 in. reinforced 
concrete or otber solid construction of equivalent fire resistance. 
APPENDIX IV 
The following are the Chief Codes of Practice issued by the British Standards 
Institution relating to materials and construction which may be used In the 
construction of celluloid storag.;: buildlOgS:-
c.P. 1 1 1 . 101 : 1948 Masonry including brickwork unreinforced. 
1 1 1 . 102: 1948 " " reinforced. 
C:P. � � j/





�� 1 in Buildings. 
1 1 4: 1948 Structural use of normal reinforced concrete in buildings 
(Sub Codes 1 14 . 1 00-105). 
c.P. 1 2 1 . 101 : Brickwork (in draft form only). 
.. 2 1 1 .203 : Internal Cement Plastering (in draft form only). 
APPENDIX V 
EI'O/urioll of Gases on the Derompositiorl of Cel/If/oid 
When decomposition of celluloid takes place in a limited supply of air. the gases 
evolved and their approximate percentages are of the following order:---carbon 
monoxide (30-40 per ccnt.), oxides of nitrogen (30-40 per ccnL), hydrocyanic acid 
(0 ' 2  per cenL), methane (2-5 per cenL), hydrogen (0-2 per cent.). carbon dioxide 
(12- 1 7  per cenL) and nitrogen (4-10 per cent.). 
In an excess of air they are:-carbon monOJode (4-6 per cenL), oxide of nitrogen 
(0· 1-0'6 per cenL), carbon dioxide (7 per cent.), nitrogen (77 per cent.) and oxygen 
(9 per cenL). 
The gases carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, hydrocyanic acid, are poisonous. 
The concentration of 0·01  per cent. carbon monoxide in air can be tolerated for 
continued exposure over long periods and 0 · 025 per cenl. for short periods. According 
to one authority 0 · 04 per cent. is tolerable for periods of not more than onc hour. 
In the case of hydrocyanic acid a concentration of I part in 50,000 parts produces 
slight symptoms of poisoning after several hours and I part in 10.000 becomes vcry 
dangerous within one hour. 
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